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The Bell-Clauser-Horne-Shimony-Holt (Bell-CHSH) inequality can be used to show that no 
local hidden-variable theory can reproduce the correlations predicted by quantum mechanics 
(QM). It can be proved that certain QM correlations lead to a violation of the classical bound 
established by the inequality, while all correlations, QM and classical, respect a QM bound (the 
Tsirelson bound). Here, we show that these well-known results depend crucially on the 
assumption that the values of physical magnitudes are scalars. More specifically, the 
assumption that these values are not scalars, but vectors that are elements of the geometric 
algebra over R3, yields the possibility that the classical bound is violated and the QM bound 
respected, even given a locality assumption. The result implies, first, that the origin of the 
Tsirelson bound is geometrical, not physical; and, second, that a local hidden-variable theory 
does not contradict QM if the values of physical magnitudes are vectors in the geometric 
algebra over R3. 
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The Bell-Clauser-Horne-Shimony-Holt (Bell-CHSH) 
inequality [1] is a well-known generalization of the Bell 
inequality [2] and, like its famous predecessor, is designed to 
prove that no hidden-variable theory can reproduce the 
correlations predicted by quantum mechanics (QM) if it 
respects an assumption of locality [3, 4]. It can be shown that 
some QM correlations lead to a violation of the classical 
bound established by the inequality and it can also be shown 
that no correlations, QM or classical, exceed a specific QM 
bound, i.e. the Tsirelson bound. Here, we show that these well-
known results depend crucially on the assumption that the 
values of physical magnitudes are scalars. More specifically, 
the assumption that these values are not scalars, but vectors 
that are elements of the geometric algebra over R3, yields the 
possibility that the classical bound is violated and the QM 
bound respected, even given a locality assumption. The result 
implies, first, that the origin of the Tsirelson bound is 
geometrical, not physical; and, second, that a local hidden-
variable theory does not contradict QM if the values of 
physical magnitudes are vectors in the geometric algebra 
over R3. 
Consider a large collection of pairs of physical systems, an 
arbitrary pair An and Bn (n ϵ N) from the collection and four 
unit vectors a, a′, b, b′ ϵ R3. Assume that vector a is associated 
with An such that there is a value an ϵ {1, – 1} of a that is a 
property of An; similarly for a′, an′, An, for b, bn, Bn, and for 
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b′, bn′, Bn. Since an, a′n, bn, b′n ϵ {1, – 1}, we have an (bn + b′n) 
+ a′n (bn – b′n) = ± 2. Hence, we have: 
anbn + anb′n + a′nbn – a′nb′n = ± 2.         (1) 
Define the classical correlation of a and b as c(a, b) := 
lim
ே→ஶ
ଵ
ே
∑ aே௡ୀଵ nbn and similarly for a and b′, a′ and b, a′ and b′. 
Then, from (1), we can derive the Bell-CHSH inequality: 
 |c(a, b) + c(a, b′) + c(a′, b) – c(a′, b′)| ≤ 2.          (2) 
The RHS of (2) is the classical bound of the inequality and (2) 
is violated by suitable QM systems, as is easily shown. Define 
an observable for the spin component in the direction of vector 
a as a self-adjoint operator A = σ1 a on a two-dimensional 
Hilbert space HA (where σ1 is the spin operator on HA acting 
on the state vector representing system An), with ∥ A ∥ ≤ 1 
(where ‘∥ … ∥’ is the operator norm). Similarly, for vector a′ 
define operator A′ = σ1 a′ on HA, and analogously, for vectors 
b, b′, define operators B = σ2 b and B′ = σ2 b′ on another two-
dimensional space HB for system Bn. Define the QM 
correlation <A, B> = <σ1 a ⊗ σ2 b>ψ for QM  
state ψ ϵ HA ⊗ HB. Assuming that ψ is the singlet state, we 
calculate <A, B> = – cos θab, and analogously for <A, B′>, 
<A′, B>, <A′, B′>. Note, for future reference, that we have 
[A, B] = [A, B′] = [A′, B] = [A′, B′] = 0 but, assuming the non-
trivial case A ≠ A′ and B ≠ B′, we also have  
[A, A′] ≠ 0 ≠ [B, B′]; finally, for a = b, we have <A, B> = – 1. 
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The classical correlations do not match the QM correlations. 
Assume, for reductio, that the correlations of both types are 
pairwise identical (i.e. c(a, b) = <A, B>, etc.), such that the 
latter also satisfy the Bell-CHSH inequality, i.e. (2) becomes: 
|<A, B> + <A, B′> + <A′, B> – <A′, B′>| ≤ 2.         (3) 
Assume, secondly, that a, a′, b, b′ are coplanar with angles: 
∢ (a, a′) = ∢ (b′, b) = π/2 and ∢ (a′, b′) = π/4        (4) 
Then, the QM correlations can be calculated to be: <A, B> = 
<A, B′> = <A′, B> = – <A′, B′> = + 1/√2, such that the LHS 
of (3) equals 4 /√2 = 2 √2. Thus, given (4), (3) is a 
contradiction. Instead of the naively assumed (3), QM yields, 
for the special case of angles defined in (4): 
|<A, B> + <A, B′> + <A′ B> – <A′ B′>| = 2 √2.         (5) 
Accordingly, QM correlations generally do not satisfy the 
CHSH inequality.  
However, the violation of (3) cannot be arbitrarily large. It was 
shown by Tsirelson [5] that, for any choice of unit vectors a, 
a′, b, b′:  
|<A, B> + <A, B′> + <A′, B> – <A′, B′>| ≤ 2√2.        (6) 
The RHS of (6) is the quantum-mechanical (or Tsirelson) 
bound for the violation of the Bell-CHSH inequality. To prove 
(6) itself, define an operator B = A B + A B′ + A′ B – A′ B′. 
(6) is proved if |<B>| ≤ 2√2. However: 
B2 = 4 ∙ 1 – C,           (7) 
where 1 is the unit operator and C = [A, A′] [B, B′]. (Note that 
the derivation of (7) crucially requires that the A’s commute 
with the B’s.) Consider now the real number ∥ C ∥.  
Since ∥ [A, A′] ∥ ≤ 2, and analogously for B, B′, we 
immediately have: 
 ∥ C ∥ ≤ 4.          (8) 
From (7) and (8), we get: 
 ∥ B ∥  
=  √ (∥ 4 ∙ 1 – C ∥)  
≤  √ (4 + ∥ C ∥)  
≤  √ (4 + 4) = 2√2             (9) 
and finally, from (9) (∥ B ∥ ≤ 2√2), we get |<B>| ≤ 2√2 such 
that (6) is proved. 
These two well-known derivations (of equation (5) and 
inequality (6)) use two basic tenets of QM, i.e. the definition 
of QM correlations from Hilbert space operators and the 
noncommutativities [A, A′] ≠  0  ≠ [B, B′]. However, there is 
a way to obtain these very results without making any 
quantum-mechanical assumptions, namely by employing 
elementary Geometric Algebra (GA). This alternative 
derivation is of formal interest as it uses GA elements (vectors 
in R³ and constructions from them) but no QM machinery 
(operators acting on vectors in HA ⊗ HB) and thus opens a 
way to a new, geometric understanding of (5) and (6). 
Let {e1, e2, e3} be an orthonormal basis of R³ generating a 
geometric algebra over this space by means of the geometric 
product [6, 7, 8]. Consider again the unit vectors a, a′, b, b′ ϵ 
R3, which now can be written as: 
a = a1e1 + a2e2 + a3e3,   
a′ = a1′e1 + a2′e2 + a3′e3, 
b = b1e1 + b2e2 + b3e3,    
b′ = b1′e1 + b2′e2 + b3′e3.        (10) 
(We write, e.g., that |a| = 1, where ‘| … |’ is the Euclidean 
norm.) It is easy to see that, generally, neither one of the 
vectors a, a′, b, b′ commutes with the other. (Note the contrast 
with the QM ansatz, where the A’s commute with the B’s but 
A’s and B’s among themselves do not.) Consider the 
following multivector, which is a sum of scalars and hence is 
itself a scalar:  
B = a ∙ b + a ∙ b′ + a′ ∙ b – a′ ∙ b′,       (11) 
where the dot-product is the inner product definable from the 
geometric product. Since a ∙ b = |a||b| cos θab, where  
θab = ∢ (a, b), and |a| = |b| = 1, we have a ∙ b = cos θab, and 
similarly for the other angles. Hence:  
 B = cos θab + cos θab′ + cos θa′b – cos θa′b′.      (12) 
Using again the angles specified in (4), we immediately find 
that B  = – 4/√2 and thus: 
| B | = 2√2.         (13) 
We thus have shown that in the GA approach the vectors a, a′, 
b, b′, specified as in (4), form a scalar B – not a self-adjoint 
operator B as defined before (7) above – for which | B | = 2√2. 
Now, in the above derivation of Tsirelson’s bound (in (6)) it 
was shown that in QM, where we considered the operator B, 
the value ∥ B ∥ can maximally attain the value 2√2. As it turns 
out, we can derive the same bound in the GA approach, 
assuming that B is the scalar defined in (11). More 
specifically, we can show, for arbitrary unit vectors a, a′, b, 
b′, that | B | ≤ 2√2. 
We reconsider (11), reorganize the RHS and, using (10), write 
it out in components as follows: 
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B   = a ∙ (b + b′) + a′ ∙ (b – b′)    
 = a1 (b1 + b1′) + a2 (b2 + b2′) + a3 (b3 + b3′)  
+ a1′ (b1 – b1′) + a2′ (b2 – b2′) + a3′ (b3 – b3′).       (14) 
We choose a = e1 and a′ = a1′e1 + a2′e2, such that a and a′ lie 
in the e1,e2-plane. This choice yields a1 = 1 and a2 = a3 = a3′ = 
0 such that (14) simplifies to: 
 B   = b1 + b1′ + a1′ (b1 – b1′) + a2′ (b2 – b2′).      (15) 
From (15):    
| B |  = | b1 + b1′ + a1′ (b1 – b1′) + a2′ (b2 – b2′)|.      (16) 
From (16), by general norm properties: 
| B |  ≤ | b1 | + | b1′ | + | a1′ (b1 – b1′) | + | a2′ (b2 – b2′)| 
≤ | b1 | + | b1′ | + | a1′ (b1 – b1′) | + | b2 | + | b2′ |,          (17) 
where we have used that | a2′ | ϵ [0, 1]. Clearly, | b1 | + | b2 | is 
maximal when | b1 | = | b2 | and the maximum is | b1 | + | b2 | = 
2/√2. Similarly for b1′ and b2′. Moreover, since | a2′ | ϵ [0, 1] 
we may choose: a2′ = 1. In this case a1′ = 0 and we again have: 
 | B |  ≤ 2√2.         (18) 
Thus, we have utilized the GA formalism in the following 
way. By showing (13), we have shown that, if the R3 unit 
vectors a, a′, b, b′ make angles as specified in (4), then, for 
the scalar B constructed from them, we have | B | = 2√2. 
Moreover, by showing (18), we have shown that for no choice 
of vectors the value | B | exceeds 2√2. So far, these are purely 
geometrical findings about R3 and the geometric algebra 
generated from it. To bring them into contact with the 
statistical claims (5) and (6), we introduce the concept of a 
correlation between R3-vectors, which we call a geometric 
correlation. 
Let α and β be two-valued vector variables with values [α] and 
[β], such that [α] = ± a and [β] = ± b. Moreover, let αn and βn 
be vector variables with values [αn] and [βn] for the n-th pair 
of systems, such that these values, i.e. [αn] = ± a and [βn] = ± 
b, are possible properties of An and Bn, respectively 
(where An and Bn again are the parts of the n-th pair of 
systems). Similarly for α′ and β′. Define the geometric 
correlation ‘< … >G’ of α and β as: 
< α β >G := lim
ே →ஶ
ଵ
ே
∑ [𝛂ே௡ୀଵ n] ∙ [βn]       (19) 
where [αn] ∙ [βn] is the inner product of the values  
of αn and βn. Let θn = ∢ ([αn], [βn]) be the angle between the 
values of αn and βn, i.e. between vectors [αn] and [βn].  
Then, since ± a ∙ b = ± cos θab, [αn] ∙ [βn] = cos θn = ± cos θab. 
Generally, [αn] ∙ [βn] takes different values for  
different n but there are only two possible cases:  
[αn] ∙ [βn] = ± (a ∙ b) = ± cos θab. Call a collection of system 
pairs, where αn and βn do (or do not) take the same values, e.g. 
a and b, for all n, a perfect (or an imperfect) collection with 
respect to a and b. In an imperfect collection, if the limit 
< α β >G exists, it is the limit of a sum of different cosines, all 
equal to either + cos θab or – cos θab; in a perfect collection, 
< α β >G is the limit of a sum of identical cosines, either + cos 
θab or – cos θab. Write the correlation referring to a perfect 
collection with respect to a and b as < α β >Gab. Then, in the 
case of a perfect collection, we have: 
< α β >Gab = lim
ே→ஶ
ଵ
ே
∑ [𝛂ே௡ୀଵ n] ∙ [βn]  
= lim
ே→ஶ
ଵ
ே
∑ 𝐚ே௡ୀଵ  ∙ b = a ∙ b = cos θab,       (20) 
while in the imperfect case, we have at best, i.e. when the limit 
exists: 
| < α β >G | = | lim
ே →ஶ
ଵ
ே
∑ [𝛂ே௡ୀଵ n] ∙ [βn] |  
≤ | < α β >Gab | = cos θab.           (21) 
Thus, in the imperfect collection a ∙ b is at best approximated, 
while in the perfect case it is attained by every element. In the 
latter case, the expression simplifies considerably: N (where 
N ϵ N) may be arbitrarily small and letting N → ∞ becomes 
superfluous.  
A correlation is some real-valued function f (a, b) of 
arguments a and b. Call a correlation an anticorrelation if,  
for a = b, we have f (a, b) = – 1. By this criterion,  
the QM correlation is an anticorrelation, because  
<A, B> = <σ1 a ⊗ σ2 b>ψ (where ψ is the singlet state) is a 
function of a and b, such that from a = b it follows that  
<A, B> = – 1. The geometric correlation, on the other hand, is 
not an anticorrelation. Assume that < α β >Gab refers to a 
perfect collection with respect to a and b such that < α β >Gab 
= a ∙ b = cos θab; then from this plus the assumption that a = b 
it follows that < α β >Gab = 1. Thus, we have, with respect to 
vectors a and b:  
< α β >Gab = – <A, B>        (22)  
(It is due to this sign difference that the LHS of (5) equals the 
LHS of (13) only in absolute value.) We can improve (22) by 
integrating the sign difference into our definition (19) but have 
to bear in mind that the ensuing change to (19) is motivated 
not by geometrical but physical concerns, i.e. our intention to 
match geometric correlations < α β >Gab, etc. and QM 
anticorrelations <A, B>, etc. To achieve this match, we simply 
note that < α β >Ga(– b) = cos θa(– b) = – cos θab = <A, B>.  
To avoid clumsy notation, we abbreviate < α β >Ga(– b) = 
<a b>G but bear in mind that this is the geometric 
anticorrelation of a and b (identical with the geometric 
correlation of a and – b). Thus, we finally identify: 
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<a b>G = <A, B>         (23) 
and similarly for a and b′, a′ and b, and a′ and b′. We thus 
have made the desired connection of GA results and QM 
tenets. In particular, we can derive equivalents of (5) and (6) 
without using (23), which confirms that the definitions we 
used to obtain (23) were appropriate. Consider a perfect 
collection with respect to a, a′, – b, – b′, i.e. a collection 
where, for all n, [αn] = a, [αn′] = a′, [βn] = – b, [βn′] = – b′.  
In this collection, we have (from (20) and our definition of 
‘<…>G’): 
<a b>G  =         – a ∙ b  
<a b′>G  =         – a ∙ b′ 
<a′ b>G  =         – a′ ∙ b 
           –  <a′ b′>G = a′ ∙ b′        (24) 
The RHSs of (24) sum to: – B = – (a ∙ b + a ∙ b′ + a′ ∙ b  
– a′ ∙ b′), where B is the scalar from (11). For this scalar, we 
have shown that | B | ≤ 2√2 (by showing (18)). Thus, we have: 
|<a b>G + <a b′>G + <a′ b>G – <a′ b′>G | ≤ 2√2,      (25) 
which is a geometric equivalent of (6) and is what we could 
have derived, more directly, from (6) and (23). Analogously 
for the case with fixed angles for a, a′, b, b′. Using again the 
angles in (4), we calculate, e.g., that  
<a b>G = cos θa(– b) = – cos θab = – cos 5π/4 = 1/√2 and 
similarly for the other geometric anticorrelations such that we 
get: <a b>G = <a b′>G = <a′ b>G = – <a′ b′>G = 1/√2 and 
thus: 
|<a b>G + <a b′>G + <a′ b>G – <a′ b′>G | = 2 √2,       (26) 
which is the geometric equivalent of (5) and could also have 
been derived from (5) and (23). 
We thus have derived important properties of QM 
correlations, specified in (5) and (6), from GA instead of QM. 
The crucial background assumption of this derivation can be 
highlighted by reconsidering (1) above, which was obtained 
from the fact that either (bn + b′n) = 0 or (bn – b′n) = 0  
(for a given n), which in turn is due to the tacit assumption that 
bn and bn′ are scalars ϵ {1, – 1}. But this last assumption is 
relinquished in the GA approach. In contrast with (1), in (14) 
we have b + b′ ≠ 0 and b – b′ ≠ 0. (With the angles in (4) and 
assuming that a = e1, we have: b + b′ = (– 2/√2) e1 ≠ 0 and  
b – b′ = (– 2/√2) e2) ≠ 0.) This is due to the assumption that  
b and b′ are vectors, not scalars. As a consequence of this 
latter assumption, a certain sum of geometric correlations  
(the LHS of (25)) is bounded only by the number 2√2, not, as 
the analogous sum of classical correlations (the LHS of (2)), 
by the smaller number 2. Accordingly, the geometric 
correlations, unlike the classical ones, match the QM 
correlations in all cases. 
The significance of our result for the interpretation of QM is 
twofold. First, it is often assumed that the existence of an 
upper bound 2√2 for the Bell-CHSH expression (the LHS of 
(6)), is a specific characteristic of QM that must be explained 
from physical principles. But the derivation in (10-13) implies 
something else, i.e. that this bound is of purely geometric 
origin, being due solely to the particular arrangement of the 
four R3 unit vectors a, a′, b, b′. To be sure, the crucial QM 
assumption made in the derivation of (6) is that  
[A, A′] ≠ 0 ≠ [B, B′], but this is not a QM-specific, or even 
genuinely physical, assumption, as witnessed by the fact that 
its GA counterpart [a, a′] ≠ 0 ≠ [b, b′] follows directly from 
(10), the assumptions a ≠ a′ and b ≠ b′, and the  
non-commutativity of the R3 basis vectors e1, e2, e3. 
The second and much weightier implication concerns the use 
of equations (1-5) for a disproof of local hidden variable 
theories for QM. Implicitly, a locality assumption is present in 
the derivation of (2). It is an elementary fact of QM that Alice 
can measure spin-component A (spin in direction a) or spin-
component A′ (spin in direction a′) but not both jointly, and 
similarly for Bob, Bn and B or B′. Nonetheless, we write for 
the n-th measurement’s results: anbn + anb′n + a′nbn – a′nb′n, 
such that, say, bn (the result of Bob’s measuring B) appears in 
one product with an and in another with a′n, although Alice 
cannot measure A and A′ jointly. What entitles us to this 
expression is the assumption that Alice and An are spatially 
separated from Bob and Bn. By the further assumption that all 
physical interactions are local, the choice of a direction in one 
part of the n-th system cannot, in suitable spatiotemporal 
circumstances, affect the value found far away in the other 
part. Hence, when Bob measures B and finds bn and Alice 
measures A and finds an, Bob’s choice cannot affect the value 
an of A, i.e. that value would have also existed if Bob had 
measured B′. Hence, both occurrences of an on the LHS of (1) 
(i.e. in anbn + anb′n + a′nbn – a′nb′n) are identical, which justifies 
referring to both of them by ‘an’. But the factual situation 
where Alice finds an and the counterfactual one where she 
finds a′n can be exchanged. (If Alice had found a′n then Bob’s 
choice could not have affected that value of A′, hence this 
value would have been identical in both situations, i.e. when 
it was found jointly with the value of B and of B′.)  A parallel 
argument can be run for bn and b′n, when the roles of Alice and 
Bob are reversed, such that we can finally conclude that all 
double occurrences in anbn + anb′n + a′nbn – a′nb′n are identical. 
These tacit identities are crucial, of course, for deriving the 
RHS of (1) from the LHS, such that (1) presupposes a locality 
assumption. Since QM violates the statistical version of (1), 
i.e. (2), it contradicts every local theory of the correlations in 
our collection of system pairs. 
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Our derivation of (25) and (26) in GA, however, indicates a 
qualification of this fundamental result: it holds if the values 
of physical magnitudes are taken to be scalars, but not if they 
are understood as vectors. We have presented an approach to 
QM correlations, where physical magnitudes are interpreted 
not as observables with scalar values, but as vector variables 
with vector values. Accordingly, the RHS of (11) (i.e. a ∙ b + 
a ∙ b′ + a′ ∙ b – a′ ∙ b′), a sum of products of vectors, is an 
expression connecting, not physical magnitudes (interpreted 
in QM as observables), but their values, i.e. vectors. This 
difference is crucially important for the nonlocality argument 
founded on the Bell-CHSH inequality.  
To bring out this importance, consider how the situation of 
Alice and Bob can be described in the GA approach. Assume, 
for simplicity, that the values of αn, α′n, βn, β′n are all positive, 
i.e. [αn] = a, [α′n] = a′, [βn] = b, [β′n] = b′. (Notice, however, 
that for any negative value B remains unchanged.) These 
values are properties of An and Bn. Alice and Bob measure by 
choosing certain directions specified by vectors a, a′, b, b′. 
However, they do not measure observables (specified by the 
vectors) and find scalar values an, a′n, bn, b′n ϵ {1, – 1}; instead, 
they measure vector variables αn, α′n, βn, β′n and find vector 
values ± a, ± a′, ± b, ± b′. Alice cannot measure αn and α′n 
jointly but she can decide to measure one or the other, just as 
Bob can choose between βn or β′n. Alice’s result, we have 
presupposed, will be a. As before, we assume locality; i.e. we 
assume that Alice’s result cannot be influenced by Bob’s 
choice. So when Alice measures αn and Bob measures βn, we 
identify the value a she actually finds and the value she would 
have found had she measured αn, while Bob measured β′n. 
Thus, we identify the value of αn she actually finds and the 
one she would have found if Bob had made a different 
decision, calling them both ‘a’ on the RHS of (11). Similarly 
for α′n, βn, β′n. So, our GA approach is entirely classical in the 
sense that it respects the classical principle of locality.  
This time, however, classicality does not lead to a conflict with 
QM because | B | ≤ 2√2, and, for the angles in (4), | B | = 2√2 
– which is to say that these results do not contradict, but match, 
the ones prescribed by QM. 
It is often claimed that the Bell-CHSH inequality refutes local 
theories of QM correlations and proves the non-locality of a 
physical world governed by QM. According to the GA 
approach presented here, this claim has to be qualified. It is 
true if we take the values of the relevant physical magnitudes 
(spin components) to be scalars but false if we understand 
them as vectors in the geometric algebra over R³.  
At this point, we have to ask whether the idea of values of 
physical magnitudes as vectors in a geometric algebra is 
plausible, but a discussion of this question is beyond the scope 
of this paper. Here, the prime intention was to point out that a 
local model for the QM correlations in (5) and (6) is possible, 
after all – if we adopt the unusual, but not a priori absurd, idea 
of values of magnitudes as special vectors. Finally, yet another 
question suggests itself: can this idea be transferred to non-
statistical (all-or-nothing) no-hidden-variables arguments like 
the Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger argument [9, 10]? Again, 
the question requires a separate treatment and a recent 
proposal in this direction [11] has not yet answered it 
satisfyingly. Further research is required. 
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